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Abstract—Developing modern distributed software systems is difficult in part because they have little control over the environments in 
which they execute. For example, hardware and software resources on which these systems rely may fail or become compromised and 
malicious. Redundancy can help manage such failures and compromises, but when faced with dynamic, unpredictable resources and 
attackers, the system reliability can still fluctuate greatly. Empowering the system with self-adaptive and self-managing reliability 
facilities can significantly improve the quality of the software system and reduce reliance on the developer predicting all possible failure 
conditions. We present iterative redundancy, a novel approach to improving software system reliability by automatically injecting 
redundancy into the system’s deployment. Iterative redundancy self-adapts in three ways: (1) by automatically detecting when the 
resource reliability drops, (2) by identifying unlucky parts of the computation that happen to deploy on disproportionately many 
compromised resources, and (3) by not relying on a priori estimates of resource reliability. Further, iterative redundancy is theoretically 
optimal in its resource use: Given a set of resources, iterative redundancy guarantees to use those resources to produce the most 
reliable version of that software system possible; likewise, given a desired increase in the system’s reliability, iterative redundancy 
guarantees achieving that reliability using the least resources possible. Iterative redundancy handles even the Byzantine threat model, 
in which compromised resources collude to attack the system. We evaluate iterative redundancy in three ways. First, we formally prove 
its self-adaptation, efficiency, and optimality properties. Second, we simulate it at scale using discrete event simulation. Finally, we 
modify the existing, open-source, volunteer-computing BOINC software system and deploy it on the globally-distributed PlanetLab 
testbed network to empirically evaluate that iterative redundancy is self-adaptive and more efficient than existing techniques.

Index Terms—Redundancy, reliability, fault-tolerance, iterative redundancy, self-adaptation, optimal redundancy
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1 INTRODUCTION

DEVELOPING reliable software systems is becoming more
difficult as software becomes ubiquitous and is

deployed on many diverse, unpredictable platforms. For
example, mobiles applications need to be able to run on
hundreds of different platforms. At the same time, neither
cloud application developers nor users have direct access to
the hardware on which the applications execute, which
makes predicting possible failures harder. Finally, compro-
mised and malicious hardware may attack the software
system in unpredictable ways. This creates a software engi-
neering challenge of building robust, reliable software
systems that adapt at runtime, and on their own, to failures
that are not known a priori.

Today, many distributed software systems, such as
distributed data stores (e.g., Freenet [22]) and peer-to-peer
A/V streaming applications (e.g., Skype [9]), use non-
adaptive or weakly-adaptive redundancy to improve
reliability. Such systems’ reliability suffers when they are
deployed in highly unpredictable environments, in which

the identity and fraction of faulty resources are unknown,
resources may join and leave at any time, and malicious
nodes may unexpectedly compromise groups of agents and
induce them into collusion. This resource landscape
requires redundancy-based reliability techniques that are
self-adaptive and are able to navigate the inherent unpredict-
ability of the resources.

Iterative redundancy [14] is an efficient reliability
technique applicable to a large class of distributed software
systems. In this paper, we demonstrate that iterative redun-
dancy is self-adaptive, and addresses system deployment in
environments with unpredictable and unreliable reso-
urces. Iterative redundancy embodies a technique software
engineers can use to improve the reliability of their systems,
much like the traditional concept of redundancy suggests,
using replicated, independent components to perform the
same tasks. Unlike the traditional concept, however, itera-
tive redundancy outperforms state-of-the-art techniques by
autonomously self-adapting to environmental changes and
not requiring a priori measurements of the hardware and
software components’ reliability. Thus, iterative redun-
dancy simplifies the process of developing reliable software
systems by ensuring reliability in an uncertain, untrusted
deployment environment. Iterative redundancy has its roots
in information theory and guarantees optimal use of the
resources: No alternate use of the given resources can yield
higher reliability. Much like the way information theory
relates communication-channel entropy to the maximal
information that can be transmitted over that channel,
iterative redundancy relates the entropy of a computing
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channel to the maximal reliability that can be achieved over
that channel, even when faced with Byzantine attacks.

The goal of iterative redundancy is to simplify the task
of engineering reliable, distributed software systems by
providing an easy-to-implement, general approach to reli-
ability. The key to iterative redundancy is that software
systems that employ it make their decisions about resource
use at the last possible moment at runtime, as opposed to
at design time. This allows access to information about the
reliability of various parts of the software that is not avail-
able during design, which, in turn, allows routing extra
resources toward the more risky parts, and fewer resources
toward the less risky parts. This ability makes iterative
redundancy self-adaptive in three ways:

1) By deploying more resources when the reliability of
those resources drops, the software system adapts to
volatile environments and maintains high overall
reliability.

2) By injecting extra redundancy into “unlucky” parts
of the computation that happen to deploy on dispro-
portionately many compromised resources, the
software system ensures that these parts cannot sig-
nificantly affect the overall reliability.

3) By making runtime resource allocation decisions
based on the amount of agreement between the
resources, the software system does not rely on often
inaccurate and static a priori estimates of resource
reliability.

We have previously shown that iterative redundancy
can improve the reliability of distributed systems deployed
on stable but unreliable resources [14]. Here, we focus on
iterative redundancy’s self-adaptation properties, defining
iterative redundancy’s two kinds of self-adaptation in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and evaluating iterative redundancy in
four ways in Section 7. Additionally, this paper formalizes
iterative redundancy’s optimality and formally proves the
optimality claims in Section 5.

Iterative redundancy’s self-adaptation allows systems
that employ iterative redundancy to handle a wide range of
powerful threats. Our threat model assumes that a fraction
of the resources are Byzantine: they aremalicious and collab-
orating to impede the computation. Resources may fail, or
become compromised (become Byzantine) at any time.
Previously unreliable resources may also suddenly become
reliable. Being Byzantine, the resources may choose to pre-
tend to be reliable for some time, and then attempt to thwart
the software system whenever they decide. Further, the
fraction of resources that are compromised may change at
any time. Finally, the identity and fraction of the compro-
mised resources are unknown. Iterative redundancy can
adapt to all these conditions, using the available resources to
optimally increase the software system reliability. That is,
iterative redundancy can provide two guarantees:

1) Given a fixed increase in the number of the resources
a software system may use, iterative redundancy
guarantees to use those resources to produce the
most reliable version of that system possible.

2) Given a fixed desired increase in the software system’s
reliability, iterative redundancy guarantees achieving

that reliability increase with the least resources
possible.

While iterative redundancy can, in principle, apply to
most software systems that rely on redundancy for reliabil-
ity, in this paper, we focus on a particular kind of system:
distributed computation architectures (DCAs). DCAs solve
massive problems by deploying highly parallelizable com-
putations (i.e., sets of independent software components)
on dynamic networks of potentially faulty and untrusted
computing nodes. Widely known and successful DCAs
include grid systems (e.g., Globus [30]), volunteer-comput-
ing systems (e.g., BOINC [11]), MapReduce systems (e.g.,
Hadoop [31]), and crowdsourcing applications [7], [10],
[25], [28]. In the crowdsourcing domain, resources are often
particularly unreliable, and reducing resource use—human
time—is a critical goal. DCAs are used extensively for
diverse applications, including cryptanalysis [51], web ana-
lytics [24], and scientific simulations in fields such as
physics [40], astrophysics [42], bioinformatics [6], economics
[36], and neuroscience [20]. Our empirical evaluation
deploys one such DCA, BOINC, on the globally distributed
PlanetLab testbed [47].

It is imperative for DCAs to withstand frequent failures
since the entities in their networks are not subjected to any
significant dependability checking and malicious entities
can easily join the network and become part of the software
system deployment, or compromise other participants
deploying the software. Today’s DCAs aim to ensure the
correct execution of each task through voting: multiple inde-
pendent worker machines perform the same computation
and their results are checked for agreement. However, this
technique is costly because taking a vote among n workers
requires expending a factor of n resources or suffering a
factor of n slowdown in performance, regardless of the cir-
cumstances, such as most of the resources being reliable or
unreliable. In contrast, iterative redundancy uses those
resources as efficiently as possible.

We describe iterative redundancy, formally analyze its
cost and performance impact, and perform a rigorous
empirical evaluation on a real-world, volunteer-computing,
distributed software system. We compare iterative redun-
dancy to two alternatives:

� Traditional redundancy, also called k-modular redun-
dancy [38], which performs k 2 f3; 5; 7; . . .g indepen-
dent executions of the same task in parallel and then
takes a vote on the correctness of the result.

� Progressive redundancy, which is an adaptation of a
related technique from the area of self-configuring
optimistic programming research [12], [13].

We demonstrate two key characteristics of resulting soft-
ware systems that make iterative redundancy superior to
both traditional and progressive redundancy: self-adaptivity
and efficiency. Iterative redundancy is self-adaptive because
(1) it recognizes when a computation is at a high risk of fail-
ure and injects additional redundancy to mitigate that risk,
and (2) it adapts to changes in the resources’ reliability.
Further, iterative redundancy is more efficient than the two
alternative methods because it produces the same level
of software system reliability at a lower cost in term of
employed resources (or, equivalently, higher reliability at
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the same cost). In fact, iterative redundancy is optimal with
respect to the cost: It is guaranteed to use the minimum
amount of computation needed to achieve the desired soft-
ware system reliability.

Finally, we discuss the relationship between iterative
redundancy and several other types of redundancy techni-
ques, including active replication [50], primary backup [19],
checkpointing [48], and credibility-based fault tolerance
[49]. In some cases, (e.g., active replication), iterative redun-
dancy can be used in conjunction with these techniques. In
other cases, (e.g., credibility-based fault tolerance), iterative
redundancy can be used when these techniques cannot.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 defines DCAs, the threat model, and the assump-
tions underlying our work. Section 3 describes the states of
the practice and art in using redundancy for improving soft-
ware system reliability. Section 4 describes iterative redun-
dancy, our self-adaptive redundancy technique. Section 5
formally defines and proves iterative redundancy’s optimal-
ity. Section 6 presents our empirical evaluation test beds,
and Sections 7 and 8 detail empirical evaluations of self-
adaptation and performance, respectively. Section 9 shows
the effects of relaxing our assumptions. Section 10 places
our work in the context of related research and Section 11
summarizes our contributions.

2 SCOPE, THREAT MODEL, AND ASSUMPTIONS

This section defines our model of a DCA (the software sys-
tem on which we focus our work), states the threat model
we use, and enumerates the assumptions we make to aid
the explanation and analysis of iterative redundancy.

2.1 System Model

In this paper, we use the following nomenclature. A compu-
tation is the typically large problem being solved by a DCA.
A task is a part of the computation that can be performed
independently of the others. A job is an instance of a task
that a particular node performs. With redundancy, each
task will be executed as several identical jobs on distinct
nodes. In our model of a DCA, a task server breaks up a com-
putation into a large number of tasks. The task server then
assigns jobs to nodes in a node pool, ensuring that each node
is chosen at random. After returning a response to a job to
the task server, each node rejoins the node pool and can
again be selected and assigned a new job. New volunteer
nodes may join the pool while other nodes may leave.

Fig. 1 depicts the DCA software system model. The
model accurately describes a number of DCAs, including
the BOINC family of volunteer-computing systems [4], [11].
Section 10 discusses other distributed systems to which our
techniques apply.

2.2 Threat Model

In this paper, we employ the Byzantine failure model,
which is the most general and widely accepted threat model
[29], [33], [38], [41] and has been applied to numerous dis-
tributed software systems [1], [3], [33]. The model includes
Byzantine failures and allows for malicious nodes that col-
lude and form cartels to try to mislead and break computa-
tions. Nodes may become or stop being Byzantine at any

time. Byzantine nodes may try to report incorrect results or
not report a result at all. For the purposes of this paper, we
assume a node that does not report a result in a timely fash-
ion to have failed. While at first, we will assume the fraction
of nodes that are Byzantine is known, we will later show
(theoretically in Section 4 and empirically in Section 7.4)
that iterative redundancy does not require this information.

Our threat model is at least as strong as those used by
redundancy techniques currently deployed in DCAs [4],
[21], [24]. On the one hand, our threat model is certainly
not bulletproof. For example, if failures are perfectly corre-
lated (meaning if one node fails on a task, all nodes will
fail on that task), all redundancy techniques fail to increase
software system reliability. On the other hand, we make
no assumptions about failures that existing implementa-
tions of DCAs do not make. In particular, we assume
nodes’ failures depend on the nodes, and not on the com-
putation they perform.

Given that faults occur, our model assumes the worst
possible case scenario: all faults are Byzantine faults. That
is, malicious nodes may collude to return results that most
hurt the reliability of the software system. For example, col-
luding nodes might not only return a wrong result, but the
same wrong result, making it hard to identify malicious
nodes. Similarly, malicious nodes are aware of other nodes
that failed and how they failed, and consequently are able
to return the same wrong result as those failing nodes.

In voting, the Byzantine failure model can be applied by
assuming that the result of every job is one of two possible
values. Although perhaps counterintuitive, this assumption
creates a worst-case scenario because all failing and mali-
cious nodes report not only a wrong result but the same
wrong result, making it difficult to differentiate wrong
results from correct results.

2.3 Assumptions

This section states five assumptions about the network
nodes on which a DCA is deployed. These assumptions
simplify the description and analysis of the three redun-
dancy techniques, and help to define the class of distributed
software systems to which the techniques apply. However,

Fig. 1. A model of a DCA.
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our proposed technique is not limited by these assump-
tions (although some of the analysis in this paper is).
Section 9 will discuss relaxing these assumptions and will
demonstrate that iterative redundancy still applies and, in
some cases, performs even better when the assumptions
do not hold.

1) Every job sent to the node pool has the same proba-
bility of failure because, even if some nodes are more
reliable than others, the jobs are assigned to the
nodes randomly.

2) The reliability of nodes is unknown. This assumption
creates a constraint on the redundancy technique,
but expands the class of software systems to which
the technique applies.

3) Node failures are independent of each other. How-
ever, once nodes fail, they are allowed to collude, fol-
lowing the Byzantine failure model.

4) The result of every job is one of two possible values
(e.g., “yes” or “no”), and the result cannot be easily
verified (for example, decision NP-complete prob-
lems [52]). This assumption is derived from the
Byzantine failure model, as described above.

5) The reliability of the client that receives the final
result of the computation is excluded from the sys-
tem’s reliability.

3 EXISTING REDUNDANCY-BASED RELIABILITY

TECHNIQUES

This section defines two redundancy techniques: Tradi-
tional redundancy is the state of the practice for using
redundancy for improving the reliability of distributed
software systems. Progressive redundancy is our own
adaptation of a self-configuring optimistic programming
technique [12] to apply to DCA, and represents the state of
the art.

To characterize the behavior of each technique, we derive
formulae for two measures of their effect on software sys-
tems: the system reliability RðrÞ achieved by and the cost fac-
tor CðrÞ of applying the redundancy technique. The system
reliability is the probability that a task is completed

properly. The cost factor is a ratio of the number of resour-
ces needed when using the technique to the number of
resources needed without it. Both of these measures are
functions of the average reliability r 2 ½0; 1� of the node
pool, the fraction of time a job returns the correct response.
While these formulae are at times complex, Fig. 2 provides
a graphical depiction of the costs and reliabilities for
r ¼ 0:7. The benefits of the redundancy techniques depend
on the relative improvement in reliability, rather than the
absolute node reliability. Section 6 will verify the formulae’s
correctness experimentally.

In different domains that employ DCAs, the reliability of
the nodes varies vastly. For example, in RFID networks,
nodes are often 60–70 percent reliable [34]. In crowdsourc-
ing, node reliability can vary from 70 [10] to 95 percent
[8]. Internet hosts are 88 percent available [44]. Our
own experimental evaluation described in Section 8.1
found that computation on distributed PlanetLab [47]
nodes is 94–97 percent reliable. The redundancy techniques
described here and in Section 4 are applicable to all these
domains, and their benefits are similar, regardless of the
underlying node reliabilities. The costs of these redundancy
techniques, as we demonstrate next, are related to the rela-
tive reliability improvement, as opposed to the underlying
reliability of the nodes. For example, the cost of improving
from 70 to 90 percent in one domain is similar to the cost of
improving from 97 to 99.9 percent in another domain.
While we use, as examples, nodes with 70 percent reliabil-
ity, the results generalize to more (and less) reliable nodes.
Fig. 4 will show how the redundancy techniques similarly
affect the relative reliability improvement under different
node reliability conditions.

3.1 State of the Practice: Traditional Redundancy

The k-vote traditional redundancy technique (sometimes
called k-modular redundancy [38]) performs k 2 f3; 5; 7; . . .g
independent executions of the same task in parallel, and
then takes a vote on the correctness of the result. If at least
some minimum number of executions agree on a result, a
consensus exists, and that result is taken to be the solution.

To simplify the subsequent discussion, we use kþ1
2 (i.e., a

majority) as the minimum number of matching results
required for a consensus. Modern implementations of
DCAs, including BOINC [4], [11] and Hadoop [31], rely on
traditional redundancy.

Example. Suppose each node’s reliability is r ¼ 0:7 and
k ¼ 1 (i.e., there is no redundancy). Then the system distrib-
utes just a single job for each task and has the system reli-
ability of 0:7. Using, instead, k ¼ 19 results in a system
reliability of 1� the chance that at least 10 of the jobs fail:

1�P19
i¼10

19
i

� �
0:3i0:719�i ¼ 0:97, but the cost for this proce-

dure is using 19 times as many resources.
Analysis. Recall the two measures of a redundancy tech-

nique: system reliability and cost factor. For k-vote traditional

redundancy, we refer to the system reliability as Rk
TRðrÞ and

the cost factor as Ck
TRðrÞ. Traditional k-vote redundancy

repeats every task k times, independently of r. Thus,

Ck
TRðrÞ ¼ k: (1)

Fig. 2. The reliability of a system approaches 1 exponentially, as a func-
tion of cost, for traditional (TR), progressive (PR), and iterative (IR)
redundancy techniques (here, r ¼ 0:7).
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The reliability of k-vote traditional redundancy is the

probability that at least a consensus of jobs kþ1
2

� �
does not

fail: The sum of the probabilities that only 0, 1; . . . ; and k�1
2

jobs fail. Thus,

Rk
TRðrÞ ¼

Xk�1
2

i¼0

k

i

� �
rk�ið1� rÞi: (2)

Fig. 2 graphs the system reliability vs. the cost factor of
redundancy techniques for a node pools with node reliabil-
ity r ¼ 0:7 The reliability of a system employing traditional
redundancy (labeled “TR”) approaches 1 exponentially in
the cost factor.

3.2 State of the Art: Progressive Redundancy

As part of our research into redundancy techniques, we dis-
covered a self-configuring optimistic programming tech-
nique [12] that can be redesigned to apply to DCAs. We
have leveraged this scheme to develop progressive redun-
dancy. To our knowledge, progressive redundancy is not
used today in any deployed distributed software systems,
although a related technique has been used in service-based
computing [53]. We include progressive redundancy in our
comparison as the state of the art because the technique on
which it is based has been shown to be an improvement
over traditional redundancy in other domains.

The key to progressive redundancy is the observation that
traditional redundancy sometimes reaches a consensus
quickly but still continues to distribute jobs that do not affect
the task’s outcome. Progressive redundancy minimizes the
number of jobs needed to produce a consensus: The k-vote

progressive redundancy task server distributes only kþ1
2 jobs.

If all jobs return the same result, there will be a consensus
and the results produced by any subsequent jobs of the same
task become irrelevant. If some nodes agree, but not enough
to produce a consensus, the task server automatically distrib-
utes the minimum number of additional copies of the job
necessary to produce a consensus, assuming that all these
additional executions were to produce the same result. The
task server repeats this process until a consensus is reached.

Example: As before, suppose k ¼ 19 and r ¼ 0:7. Using
progressive redundancy, the system reliability is the proba-
bility that fewer than 10 (fewer than half) of the jobs fail, or
0:97, which is the same as traditional redundancy. As we
will show in Equation (3), the cost of this procedure is using
14:2 times as many resources as a system without redun-
dancy. This number is 1:3 times smaller than the cost of tradi-
tional redundancy: while sometimes a task is distributed to
asmany as 19 nodes, many tasks reach the consensus earlier.

Analysis. For k-vote progressive redundancy, we use

Rk
PRðrÞ and Ck

PRðrÞ to denote the system reliability and the
cost factor, respectively. The cost factor of progressive
redundancy is at least the consensus (since at least that
many jobs must be distributed), plus the sum, for every inte-
ger i larger than the consensus up to k, of the probability
that i jobs have not produced a consensus. Thus,

Ck
PRðrÞ ¼

kþ 1

2
þ

Xk
i¼kþ3

2

Xk�1
2

j¼i�kþ1
2

i� 1

j

� �
ri�1�jð1� rÞj: (3)

The reliability of a system with k-vote progressive
redundancy is the probability that at least a consensus of

jobs kþ1
2

� �
do not fail, exactly the same as with traditional

redundancy:

Rk
PRðrÞ ¼

Xk�1
2

i¼0

k

i

� �
rk�ið1� rÞi: (4)

Fig. 2 shows that for a given cost factor, progressive
redundancy (labeled “PR”) always achieves a higher system
reliability than traditional redundancy.

4 SELF-ADAPTIVE, ITERATIVE REDUNDANCY

DCAs typically execute jobs asynchronously and have (1)
access to runtime information about system reliability and
(2) the ability to alter task deployment based on that infor-
mation. We have used this observation to develop iterative
redundancy.

4.1 Iterative Redundancy Definition and Analysis

Iterative redundancy distributes the minimum number of
jobs required to achieve a desired confidence level in the
result, assuming that all the jobs’ results agree. Then, if all
jobs agree, the task is completed. However, if some results
disagree, the confidence level associated with the majority
result is diminished. The algorithm then reevaluates the sit-
uation and distributes the minimum number of additional
jobs that would achieve the desired level of confidence,
given the prior results. This process iterates until the major-
ity agreeing results sufficiently outnumber the minority dis-
agreeing results to reach the confidence threshold.

Example. Suppose r ¼ 0:7 and the desired system reliabil-
ity is R ¼ 0:97. Iterative redundancy uses R as the confi-
dence threshold and calculates how many jobs’ results must
unanimously agree to be R confident in result’s correctness.
For example, if the task server distributes only one job, there

is a 0:7
0:7þ0:3 ¼ 0:7 chance that the result is correct, but if the

task server distributes five jobs and they all return the same

result, there is a 0:75

0:75þ0:35
> 0:97 chance that the result is

correct. Five is the minimum number of jobs that can
achieve the confidence threshold in this example, so the
task server distributes five jobs. If all five jobs return the
same result, the task is finished. However, if some jobs
return a result that disagrees with the majority, the task
server determines the minimum number of additional jobs
that must be distributed to achieve the confidence threshold
and produce the desired system reliability. For example, if
four jobs return agreeing results and one returns a disagree-
ing result, the task server determines that at least two more
jobs must return the majority result (with no additional jobs
returning the minority result) to achieve R. The task server
then automatically distributes two more jobs. As we will
show in Equation (5), the cost of iterative redundancy, for
this particular example, is the use of 9:4 times as many
resources as a system without redundancy. Note that this
cost is 1:5 times less than the cost of progressive redundancy
and 2:0 times less than the cost of traditional redundancy.
However, iterative redundancy also increases the latency of
the computation, as described in Section 8.2.
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Intuitively, progressive redundancy is guaranteed to
distribute the fewest jobs to achieve a consensus. In con-
trast, iterative redundancy is guaranteed to distribute the
fewest jobs needed to achieve a desired system reliability.
Thus far, we have avoided specifying how the technique
determines this minimum number of jobs. The basic intui-
tion described above leads to an algorithm that requires (1)
numerous relatively complex probability computations and
(2) node reliability as an input parameter. Requiring the
availability of node reliabilities violates one of the assump-
tions we stated in Section 2.3. We made this assumption
because, for many systems, it is not practical to obtain this
information. For example, in a volunteer-computing sys-
tem, the system has no information about new volunteers.
If the system collects information about the reliability of
nodes over time, malicious nodes that have developed a
bad reputation can change their identity. For iterative
redundancy, we have devised an algorithm that does not
require knowledge of node reliability and can thus be
applied to a wider class of systems than credibility-based
fault tolerance and blacklisting [49].

Algorithm. Iterative redundancy takes an argument d,
which corresponds to a measure of how much reliability
improvement is desired. This situation is parallel to the pro-
gressive and traditional redundancy techniques, in which
the user specified a parameter k. (If the node reliability r
and the desired system reliability R are known, d is the min-
imum number of jobs that have to agree unanimously to
achieve the desired confidence level. The system reliability
is the certainty that all d jobs succeeded, as opposed to all d

jobs failed, thus d must be minimal, such that rd

ð1�rÞdþrd
� R.)

Iterative redundancy deploys d jobs, waits for the responses,
computes the distribution of those responses, and then
deploys the minimum number of jobs such that, if all the
jobs respond with the most-frequent answer, there will be d
more such answers than other answers. Fig. 3 specifies the
iterative redundancy algorithm in pseudocode. We have

previously, formally proven that this algorithm results in
the optimal number of job distributions, and that the answer
confidence is sufficiently high, whenever the number of
most-frequent answers is at least d larger than the other
answers [14]. We omit this proof here.

Analysis. For iterative redundancy with d as defined

above, we use Rd
IRðrÞ and Cd

IRðrÞ to denote the system reli-
ability and the cost factor, respectively. The cost factor of
iterative redundancy is the sum, for every b, of the probabil-
ity that the system distributes ðdþ 2bÞ jobs and receives
dþ b of one result and b of the other, weighted by the cost
ðdþ 2bÞ. Thus,

Cd
IRðrÞ ¼

X1
b¼0

ðdþ 2bÞP dþ 2b jobs produce
dþ b identical results

� �
� d

2r� 1
: (5)

Finally, the reliability of a system with iterative redun-
dancy is the probability that d more jobs return the right
result than the wrong result. Thus,

Rd
IRðrÞ ¼

rd

rd þ ð1� rÞd : (6)

Note that Rd
IRðrÞ depends only on the difference d

between the majority and minority counts of the responses.
This result, proven in [14], follows from Bayes’s Theorem.

Fig. 2 shows that for a given cost factor, iterative redun-
dancy (labeled “IR”) always achieves a higher system reli-
ability than both traditional and progressive redundancy.

Fig. 2 compares the three redundancy techniques for a
single node reliability of r ¼ 0:7, which is realistic in some
domains [10], [34]. However, iterative redundancy’s bene-
fits extend to other domains with different underlying node
reliabilities. Fig. 4 demonstrates these benefits for four
domains with node reliabilities of r ¼ 0:7, 0:8, 0:9, and 0:97
(the latter is the highest empirically measured reliability we
observed on the PlanetLab [47] nodes, as described in
Section 8.1). While the probability scale shifts in these log
plots, the relative benefits of iterative redundancy translate
across domains: Iterative redundancy saves as many resour-
ces when a 99.9 percent-reliable computation needs to
be composed of 97 percent-reliable nodes, as when a
90 percent-reliable computation needs to be composed of
70 percent-reliable nodes. Of course, if the underlying
resources are as reliable as the desired reliability of the com-
putation, there is no need for redundancy techniques of any
kind. If, however, the computation needs to be more reliable
than the resources, redundancy techniques can help, and

Fig. 4. Iterative redundancy (IR) produces lower probability of task failure for the same cost than progressive (PR) and iterative (TR) redundancy.
This reduction holds for domains of varying underlying node reliability; Fig. 10c summarizes the benefits of iterative redundancy over a wide range of
node reliabilities.

Fig. 3. The iterative redundancy algorithm.
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iterative redundancy’s benefits over other redundancy tech-
niques increase as the need for reliability increases.

4.2 Self-Adaptation to Changing Resource
Reliability

Iterative redundancy is self-adaptive because it automati-
cally adjusts to changes in its environment.When the reliabil-
ity of the underlying nodes drops, the disagreement between
the nodes automatically triggers the addition of extra resour-
ces to the computation. Similarly, when the underlying node
reliability increases, the decrease in disagreement automati-
cally withholds extra resources, ensuring efficiency. Unlike
other redundancy techniques, iterative redundancy can be
used to enforce a consistent system reliability, even when the
reliability of the underlying resources varies.

Because DCA task servers assign jobs to nodes randomly
(recall Section 2.1), even if the reliability of the nodes
remains a constant throughout the execution, some tasks
may be unlucky and receive disproportionally many faulty
resources. Iterative redundancy automatically adjusts to
these situations as well, again, with the increased disagree-
ment triggering the deployment of extra resources for these

unlucky situations, guaranteeing not only that the overall
system reliability remains high on average, but also that the
variance between the reliability of different tasks remains
low. Iterative redundancy remains efficient by withholding
extra resources from tasks that by luck are assigned to few
failing resources.

Section 7 will empirically evaluate the self-adaptive
properties of iterative redundancy, demonstrating what
happens when resource reliability changes both gradually
and rapidly, and how iterative redundancy handles lucky
and unlucky situations. Figs. 5 and 6 will show that itera-
tive redundancy’s self-adaptation can maintain a near-
constant system reliability even when faced with unreli-
able resources and resources whose reliability changes
over time; traditional and progressive redundancy techni-
ques cannot accomplish the same.

4.3 Self-Adaptation to Unknown Resource
Reliability

Even if the reliability of the resources does not change
during the execution, the reliability may not be known at
runtime. In such situations, redundancy techniques can
struggle with computing how much redundancy is needed,
and may yield systems that are not reliable enough, or are
more reliable than required and thus inefficient.

Fig. 5. Traditional, progressive, and iterative redundancy techniques
react differently to the changing node reliability r. As r changes (top),
traditional redundancy keeps a constant cost while progressive and
iterative redundancy adapt by executing more jobs (middle). When r
drops, however, traditional redundancy allows system reliability to drop
significantly, progressive redundancy allows system reliability to drop
slightly, while iterative redundancy keeps system reliability fairly
constant (bottom).

Fig. 6. The self-adaptive behavior of iterative redundancy is even more
evident when the node reliability (top) changes rapidly. When the node
reliability drops, iterative redundancy cost spikes up (middle), but keeps
the system reliability (bottom) high.
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Software systems employing iterative redundancy use
the agreement between the resources to automatically mea-
sure and handle the resource unreliability. This enables
using the fewest possible resources to produce a system at
the desired level of reliability without using inaccurate a pri-
ori estimates of resource reliability. Section 7 will empiri-
cally evaluate this claim, and Fig. 9 will demonstrate that
systems employing iterative redundancy act identically
when given under- and overestimates of resource reliability:
They use the resources optimally to get as reliable a system
as is possible.

5 ITERATIVE REDUNDANCY OPTIMALITY

Under the model and the assumptions from Section 2, itera-
tive redundancy is optimal in two ways: First, given a
desired increase the system reliability, iterative redundancy
deploys the fewest possible jobs to achieve that increase.
Second, given a set of resources that can perform a fixed
number of jobs, iterative redundancy uses them to produce
the highest possible overall system reliability. We now for-
mally state and prove these two claims.

Theorem 1. Let R be a desired system reliability and let r be the
average node reliability. Let t be a task and J ¼ hj1; j2;
j3; . . . ; jni be the set of n jobs iterative redundancy deploys in
computing t with reliability R. Then all possible deployments
of n0 < n jobs would result in a system reliability R0 < R.

Proof (by contradiction) . Let us assume that there exists a
deployment of n0 < n jobs that results in a system reli-
ability of R or higher. Consider the execution of the itera-
tive redundancy algorithm from Fig. 3, focusing on the
last iteration of the while loop on lines 3–9. If the iterative
redundancy algorithm were executing, the final iteration
would deploy d� ða� bÞ jobs on line 4 and bring the
total number of deployed jobs to n. So, regardless of
what happens on the first n� ðd� ða� bÞÞ jobs in all
deployments, to only deploy n0 jobs total, the algorithm
would have to finish by deploying at most d� ða� bÞ � 1
jobs. But then, even if all the jobs returned the same
result, the largest value ja� bj could be is d� 1. But by

definition, d is minimal such that rd

ð1�rÞdþrd
� R. Therefore,

since n0 < n implies ja� bj < d and ja� bj < d implies
R0 < R, then the deployment of n0 < n jobs results in a
system reliability R0 < R. Contradiction. tu

Theorem 2. Let T ¼ ht1; t2; t3; . . . ; tmi be a set of m tasks that
need to be computed for a computation, and let n

m be the cost

factor iterative redundancy may use for the computation (i.e.,
iterative redundancy may deploy a total of n jobs). And let the
minimum reliability of the k tasks that iterative redundancy
produces be R. Then no other assignment of the n jobs to the k
tasks can result in a larger minimum R0.

Proof. Let us consider the assignment of jobs to tasks that
iterative redundancy produces, focusing on the task t̂

that produces the lowest overall reliability R̂. By defini-

tion, R̂ ¼ R. All possible reassignments of jobs to tasks
can be classified into three categories, ones that do not

affect t̂’s reliability, ones that reduce t̂’s reliability, and

ones that increase t̂’s reliability.

1) All reassignments that do not affect t̂ cannot
increase the minimum reliability R0 because

increasing other tasks’ reliability will keep R0 ¼ R̂,
and reducing other tasks’ reliability can only
reduce or keep the same the overall minimum.

2) All reassignments that reduce the reliability of t̂

reduce R0 because at least one task, t̂, will have a
lower reliability than R.

3) Finally, all reassignments that increase the reliabil-
ity of t̂, by Theorem 1, must increase the number of

jobs assigned to t̂, and therefore reduce the num-
ber of jobs assigned to the other tasks, and there-
fore at least one task must have at least one less job

assigned to it. Let us consider that task �t. By Theo-
rem 1, iterative redundancy used the minimum

number of jobs possible to achieve a reliability of �t
that is at least R, and reducing the number of jobs

is guaranteed to produce a reliability �R0 < R, thus
reducing the overall minimumR0 belowR. tu

The implications of Theorems 1 and 2 are that as long as
every deployed job has the same probability of failing (or
rather, as long as the system employing iterative redundancy
does not have sufficient information to distinguish deployed
jobs’ reliability differences), iterative redundancy is optimal.
In DCAs, and under the Byzantine threatmodel, this assump-
tion holds. However, as Section 9.1will discuss, weaker threat
models and known dependences between job deployments
can lead to more efficient techniques. For example, if the
knowledge that a node recently returned a job result that dis-
agreed with other nodes’ results can be used to predict that
that node’s next job’s result will likely also disagree, this
information can be used to further reduce the resource use.
However, Byzantine nodes that can pretend to be reliable,
only to fail at the most inopportune moment, can thwart this
attempted efficiency improvement.

6 EVALUATION PLATFORMS

We evaluated traditional, progressive, and iterative redun-
dancy theoretically, based on Equations (1) through (6), and
empirically, using a discrete event simulation of a DCA,
and a deployment of the BOINC volunteer-computing soft-
ware system [4], [11] on the distributed PlanetLab platform
[47]. Further, we used off-the-shelf distributed systems to
evaluate the redundancy techniques: XDEVS [27] and
BOINC [11].

6.1 XDEVS Simulation Environment

The XDEVS simulation framework [27] is a highly extensi-
ble discrete event simulator specialized for simulating soft-
ware systems. Unlike other discrete event simulators,
XDEVS provides a software-oriented programming model
by supporting abstractions commonly used in software
design models (e.g., components, interfaces, and resources)
as first-class modeling entities. We modeled the task server
as an XDEVS component and the node pool as an XDEVS
resource. The jobs distributed to nodes in our XDEVS simu-
lations do not solve any specific problem; rather, they per-
form simulated work for a simulated period of time. The
XDEVS simulation engine, which is designed to enforce
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constraints on system behavior, ensures that our system
model described in Section 2 is accurately represented.

Using XDEVS allowed us to rapidly implement each
redundancy technique, flexibly experiment with system
parameters, such as the job reliability and amount of redun-
dancy employed, and observe dynamic behavior not
exposed by formal static analysis. To allow for comparison,
all the data in Sections 7 and 8 were generated from XDEVS
simulation runs with (1) at least 1,000,000 tasks and 10,000
nodes, (2) job completion times that varied stochastically
between 0:5 and 1:5 time units, according to a uniform dis-
tribution, and (3) an average node reliability of 0:7 (except
where explicitly noted otherwise).

Each simulation run recorded the simulated time units
required to complete the computation, the total number of
jobs generated, the average number of jobs per task gener-
ated, the maximum number of jobs generated for any single
task, the number of tasks that achieved a correct result, the
average response time per task, and the maximum response
time for any task.

6.2 BOINC Deployment

Our second empirical evaluation utilized the BOINC
volunteer-computing system [4], [11]. BOINC is a popular
DCA currently deployed on over a million machines.
Examples of BOINC applications include SETI@home, Fol-
ding@home, Malariacontrol.net, and Climateprediction.net.
The BOINC server software [11] allows distribution of a
custom problem to volunteering computers. To compare
the three redundancy techniques, we (1) developed a cus-
tom task server that decomposes 3-SAT [52] problems into
individual tasks that test if particular Boolean assignments
satisfy a Boolean formula, and (2) modified the job-assign-
ment and result-validation procedures to employ iterative
and progressive redundancy. We have made all our source
code and BOINC modifications publicly available and
open-source at http://softarch.usc.edu/~ronia/sr/.

One aspect of the iterative and progressive redundancy
algorithms that make them attractive for use in software
systems is that they are simple to understand and to imple-
ment. For example, extending BOINC to enable it to use
different redundancy schemes required modifying only
153 lines of code. Adding the iterative redundancy mecha-
nism required modifying an additional 39 lines of code,
while adding the progressive redundancy mechanism
required modifying an additional 41 lines of code. These
modifications are all available at http://softarch.usc.edu/
~ronia/sr/. This anecdotal evidence suggests that legacy
software systems can be extended with relative ease to use
other redundancy schemes, and iterative redundancy in
particular. We believe implementing iterative redundancy
into newly developed systems is similarly easy.

We deployed BOINC on a 200-node subset of PlanetLab
[47]. The PlanetLab testbed consists of � 1,000 machines of
varying speed and resources, distributed at � 500 locations
around the world. Despite some well-known issues with
PlanetLab, such as unresponsive nodes and heavy utiliza-
tion [26], it served us as a reasonable testbed.

In deploying BOINC on PlanetLab, we uncovered that
BOINC employs two levels of redundancy: every task is
deployed as k jobs, but also, every job is deployed several

times in case some nodes executing the job crash or fail to
return a result. BOINC is thus forced to waste considerable
resources in order to avoid failures. Iterative redundancy can
handle nodes returning incorrect results as well as nodes not
returning results (with proper time-out mechanisms), reduc-
ing the use of resources even further.

To allow for comparison, all the data in Sections 7 and 8
were generated from BOINC executions on 200 nodes that
solved 22-variable 3-SAT problems. Each problem was
decomposed into 140 tasks. Three types of failures were
present in the BOINC system:

1) seeded failures that caused the wrong result to be
returned 30 percent of the time,

2) PlanetLab nodes becoming unresponsive, and
3) all other unanticipated failures that PlanetLab nodes

might experience.
Each execution recorded the time to complete the compu-

tation, the total number of jobs generated, the average number
of jobs per task generated, the maximum number of jobs gen-
erated for any single task, and the number of tasks that
achieved a correct result.

7 SELF-ADAPTATION EVALUATION

Two of the ways in which iterative redundancy adapts to a
changing environment are: (1) automatically increasing the
number of jobs per task when node reliability drops and
decreasing the number of jobs per task when node reliabil-
ity rises, and (2) injecting extra redundancy into “unlucky”
situations with disproportionately many failures.

While progressive redundancy also exhibits this prop-
erty to a limited extent, progressive redundancy bounds
both the minimum and maximum number of jobs per task.
For example, when node reliability is close to 0:5, progres-
sive redundancy tends to use about k jobs for each task,

while when node reliability approaches 1, it uses about kþ1
2

jobs per task. Iterative redundancy does not bound the max-
imum number of jobs deployed per task; however, as the
number of tasks increases, the cost factor—the average

number of jobs deployed per task—approaches Cd
IRðrÞ.

To illustrate how iterative redundancy automatically
adjusts the number of jobs per task to changes in node reli-
ability, we conducted XDEVS-based experiments, varying
the reliability of the nodes over time. Sections 7.1 and 7.2
describe experiments in which the node reliability varies
gradually and rapidly, respectively.

7.1 Gradually Varying Reliability

Fig. 5 shows how a gradually changing node reliability
affects the cost factor and the system reliability, using each
of the three redundancy techniques. Node reliability (top),
varies between 0:75 and 0:95 gradually, and is the same for
all executions. However, the average jobs per task (mid-
dle), and the percentage of tasks that return a correct result
(bottom), are quite different for each technique. Traditional
redundancy keeps a constant number of jobs per task, but
as the reliability r of the underlying nodes drops, the per-
centage of tasks yielding a correct result drops signifi-
cantly. Progressive redundancy allows the jobs per task to
vary within a predefined range to adjust to changes in
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node reliability; however, it is still not immune to drops in
r, as the system reliability dips a fair amount. Iterative
redundancy has the largest variations in jobs per task but
keeps the overall reliability fairly constant.

Fig. 5 illustrates how iterative redundancy outperforms
progressive redundancy in terms of cost factor. When node
reliability peaks, progressive redundancy maxes out system
reliability and produces 100 percent correct results, but it

cannot reduce the jobs per task below kþ1
2 . Here, progressive

redundancy is wasting effort by asking more nodes than are
needed. Iterative redundancy, on the other hand, is able to
reduce the jobs per task to as low as 2.

7.2 Rapidly Varying Reliability

Fig. 6 shows how a rapidly changing node reliability
affects the cost factor and the system reliability, using each
of the three redundancy techniques. The rapid drop in
node reliability (top) makes iterative redundancy’s self-
adaptation even more evident. The cost (middle) increases
quickly in response to the node reliability drop, and the
overall system reliability (bottom) remains high. Mean-
while, progressive redundancy and traditional redundancy
force the system reliability to drop significantly because
they impose a limit on the amount of redundancy that can
be injected into the system, even when more is needed.

Fig. 7 shows the aggregate amount of computation
required by the three redundancy techniques in the sce-
nario from Fig. 6. Despite requiring more computation and
producing higher system reliability than the other techni-
ques when the node reliability drops, iterative redundancy
requires 2.5 and 1.3 times less overall computational effort
than traditional and progressive redundancy, respectively.

7.3 Advantages of Reliability via Self-Adaptation

Fig. 2 showed theoretically (and Fig. 10 will verify empiri-
cally) that iterative redundancy reduces the number of
resources needed to achieve a given system reliability. Itera-
tive redundancy accomplishes this by being smart about
deploying resources. Low-risk situations represent opportu-
nities for savings, whereas high-risk situations may require
extra resources to ensure reliability. Iterative redundancy’s

ability to adapt to each situation’s risk allows it to be opti-
mal in its resource use.

We further illustrate the advantages of iterative redun-
dancy through an example. While traditional redundancy
injects the same amount of redundancy regardless of the
scenario, iterative redundancy automatically determines
which situations require more or less redundancy. For
example, suppose we employed 15-vote traditional redun-
dancy to execute two tasks: A and B. We would then exe-
cute 15 A jobs and 15 B jobs, even if all A jobs returned the
same result while only 8 B jobs returned one result and 7
returned the other. In the end, we would be very confident
in the A result, but much less confident in the B result. Had
we used iterative redundancy instead, the software system
would have automatically determined, after executing just a
few jobs, that the A jobs are achieving a higher reliability
and would have spent more resources on the B jobs. In
the end, we would have been equally confident in the A and
B results.

To illustrate how iterative redundancy injects extra
redundancy into “unlucky” situations with disproportion-
ately many failures, consider how the behavior of each
technique differs in a “lucky” (low-risk) situation in which
nearly all jobs return agreeing results versus an “unlucky”
(high-risk) situation in which some jobs return results that
disagree with the majority. Fig. 8 shows, for each tech-
nique, the relationship between the amount of redundancy
employed (i.e., the total number of jobs distributed) and
the number of jobs that have returned a minority disagree-
ing result. While we have duplicated this graph using
empirical experiments, Fig. 8 uses the most exact theoreti-
cal data and symbolic labels on the axes to make it more
instructive. For traditional redundancy, the amount of
redundancy is constant regardless of how many nodes dis-
agree with the majority. For progressive redundancy, the
total number of jobs distributed is equal to the number of
disagreeing, minority nodes plus kþ1

2 (the number of nodes
in the majority). Finally, the iterative redundancy tech-
nique distributes a total number of jobs equal to twice the
number of the disagreeing, minority nodes plus d. While

Fig. 7. Despite injecting extra redundancy when the node reliability
drops, iterative redundancy saves significant effort by reducing the effort
when extra redundancy is not needed. For the reliability scenario from
Fig. 6 (the time scale follows that figure), iterative redundancy requires
2.5 and 1.3 times fewer jobs than traditional and progressive redun-
dancy, respectively.

Fig. 8. Iterative redundancy (IR) injects more resources than progressive
(PR) and traditional (TR) redundancy into the tasks with the most failing
jobs. However, overall, IR uses fewer resources than PR and TR
because IR saves resources on jobs with few failures.
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both iterative and progressive redundancy adapt by apply-
ing additional resources in situations with some failing
jobs, iterative redundancy uses more runtime information
to make better decisions and to guarantee optimal resource
allocation. Further, this adaptation allows iterative redun-
dancy to automatically keep the software system reliability
nearly constant.

One interesting side effect of progressive redundancy
being less adaptive than iterative redundancy is that in cer-
tain situations, progressive redundancy is more predictable
in terms of bounds on the response time. Section 8.2 dis-
cusses scenarios that may make progressive redundancy
preferable to iterative redundancy.

7.4 Predicting Node Reliability

Predicting the reliability of nodes is difficult and comes at
a cost. We have already shown that it is not necessary to
estimate r to use iterative redundancy. The user only needs
to specify how much improvement is needed (or how high
a cost in execution time is acceptable) and the algorithm
uses the available resources to achieve the highest possible
system reliability. However, in some circumstances, it may
be possible to estimate the reliability of the node pool as a
whole or the distinct reliability of different classes of nodes
and jobs.

Numerous techniques, such as spot-checking of results,
blacklisting, and computing node credibility [49], have been
proposed as mechanisms to determine the reliability of
nodes and utilize that information to improve software
system reliability. For example, in an attempt to use node
reliability knowledge, BOINC has recently added adaptive
replication, which prevents replication of a task if a trusted
node returns its result. However, these techniques have var-
ious shortcomings. For example, Byzantine faults cannot be
reliably spot-checked, and malicious nodes can earn credi-
bility and mislead schemes for rating credibility. Moreover,
these techniques incur performance penalties of varying
severity. For example, spot-checking requires distributing
jobs to which the result is already known, while estimating
node credibility requires storing and updating the past
behavior of every node. In a large software system, these
performance costs are non-trivial, meanwhile iterative
redundancy has no such costs.

Although knowing r is not necessary to use iterative
redundancy, knowing r can help calculate the reliability of
the software systems employing the technique. An
improved estimate of r will result in a more accurate calcu-
lation of system reliability. Fig. 9 demonstrates that iterative
redundancy’s performance is virtually identical whether it
has correct estimates of r or over- or underestimates it sig-
nificantly. Here, r ¼ 0:7, but is overestimated as 0:8 and
underestimated as 0:6. Because iterative redundancy uses
the resources given to it optimally, the estimate of r is irrele-
vant: iterative redundancy produces as reliable a system as
is possible given the available resources.

In some environments, it may be possible to get domain-
specific resource reliability information. For example, some
nodes may perform only one kind of job reliably, or some
tasks’ failures may be correlated with one another. It may
be possible to leverage that information to both better com-
pute the overall system reliability, and to further improve

identifying risky situations that require more resources. We
discuss some of these approaches in Sections 9.1 and 10.
Note, however, that such techniques cannot deal with the
Byzantine threat model we have assumed in our work.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section empirically compares the throughput and
latency of traditional, progressive, and iterative redundancy.

8.1 Throughput

The throughput of a system employing a redundancy tech-
nique is inversely proportional to the number of jobs it has
to deploy to compute each task, and therefore to the cost
factor. Fig. 2 shows the theoretical predictions for the
performance of the redundancy techniques. This section
verifies those predictions with empirical data from, first,
simulated systems executed in XDEVS and, then, from
BOINC systems deployed on PlanetLab.

Fig. 10a shows empirical data from the XDEVS simula-
tions that supports the claim that iterative redundancy out-
performs traditional and progressive redundancy in the
number of jobs and time to execute the computation. Each
data point is the mean of 10,000 task executions. The data
(for r ¼ 0:7) closely agrees with our analytical predictions.
The exact cost factor improvement of iterative redundancy
depends on r. Fig. 10c demonstrates the improvement of
iterative and progressive redundancy, as a function of r,
over traditional redundancy. Progressive redundancy is
most helpful for high r. If r is close to 0:5, the cost factor of
k-vote progressive redundancy is close to k because, most
likely, the nodes just barely reach the consensus. If, how-
ever, r is close to 1, progressive redundancy reaches the con-
sensus quickly and shows greatest benefit over traditional
redundancy. For r approaching 1, progressive redundancy
uses 2:0 times fewer resources than traditional redundancy.

Iterative redundancy follows a similar trend. It is more
efficient for larger r, but it is at least 1:6 times as efficient
even for r close to 0:5. Iterative redundancy’s efficiency
peaks at 2:8 times that of traditional redundancy for
r � 0:86. As r approaches 1, the efficiency of iterative redun-
dancy decreases slightly, to � 2:4 times that of traditional
redundancy. We hypothesize that this decrease exists
because, when almost all nodes are reporting correct results,

Fig. 9. The iterative redundancy algorithm is robust to poor estimates of
r. Here, r ¼ 0:7, but is overestimated as 0:8 and underestimated as 0:6.
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utilizing runtime information to make redundancy deci-
sions is somewhat less beneficial than when the nodes’
behavior is highly variable. More precisely, as r increases,

the cost Ck
RðrÞ to produce a constant increase in Rk

RðrÞ
decreases linearly for traditional redundancy, but app-
roaches a constant for iterative redundancy. We intend to
conduct further experiments to test this hypothesis.

In our next set of experiments, we deployed the redun-
dancy techniques on a BOINC system running on Planet-
Lab. Since we seeded some faults, we knew the reliability of
the nodes would be no higher than r ¼ 0:7. However, due
to the other PlanetLab failures, we were unaware of the
actual value of r. This scenario accurately represents typical
real-world deployments. Fig. 10b depicts the system reli-
ability as a function of the cost factor of each technique. Iter-
ative redundancy, as we predicted, outperformed the other
redundancy techniques, delivering the highest system reli-
ability at the lowest cost in resources. Progressive redun-
dancy also outperformed traditional redundancy.

The measurements in Fig. 10b allowed us to estimate the
reliability of PlanetLab nodes. The executions consistently
reported costs and system reliabilities consistent with
0:64 < r < 0:67. Seeded faults lowered r to 0:7 and naturally
occurring PlanetLab faults were responsible for the differ-
ence. The consistency of the derived node reliabilities,
among multiple trials with different parameters and across
all techniques, provides strong evidence for the validity of
the experiments.

8.2 Latency

We have focused on minimizing the jobs needed to com-
plete computations reliably. However, we have thus far
ignored one aspect of iterative redundancy that may be
important in some domains. Using traditional redundancy,
a task server can deploy all k jobs at once. Meanwhile, using
progressive or iterative redundancy, the task server must
deploy several jobs and wait for the responses before possi-
bly choosing to deploy more. Therefore, these techniques
can increase the latency for a particular task. In the realm of
DCAs, the number of tasks is far larger than the number of
nodes, so the increased latency does not present a problem
because the nodes can always execute jobs related to other
tasks [4], [24]. In other words, no node will ever be idle and
all nodes processing capability will be fully utilized. How-
ever, some applications may pose requirements on the
latency for particular tasks.

A task server employing traditional redundancy attempts
to start all the jobs related to a single task at once, in a single
wave. In contrast, a task server employing progressive
redundancy may wait for several waves of jobs to finish
before deploying more; however, it guarantees that there
will be no more than kþ1

2 such waves. Iterative redundancy
makes no such guarantees, and while it is very unlikely, any
one taskmay require arbitrarily manywaves of jobs.

Fig. 11 shows the average latency for tasks using the
three redundancy techniques, as measured in XDEVS simu-
lations. The response time depends on the cost factor. For
the instances measured, progressive redundancy took
between 1:4 and 2:5 times longer and iterative redundancy
between 1:4 and 2:8 times longer to respond than traditional
redundancy. Thus, progressive redundancy offers a lower
average latency and a lower upper bound on latency than
iterative redundancy, making progressive redundancy
more predictable and better suited for some types of
software systems.

In addition to response time, some domains concerned
with privacy may want a hard limit on the number of times
a task may be replicated and deployed. Traditional and pro-
gressive redundancy can provide such limits, while iterative
redundancy cannot. However, it is possible to impose an
artificial limit on the number of replicas. While we have not
yet fully investigated this option, our intuition is that such a
limit would reduce both the system reliability and the cost
factor. However, these effects would be minor because they

Fig. 11. The average latency for tasks using traditional (TR), progressive
(PR), and iterative (IR) redundancy.

Fig. 10. Experimental results from the (a) XDEVS simulations and (b) BOINC deployments, for r ¼ 0:7. (c) The ratio improvement in cost factor for
progressive (PR) and iterative (IR) redundancy over traditional redundancy varies with r.
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only affect the low-probability cases that use a large number
of replicas.

The idea of artificially limiting the number of replicas
highlights an interesting research direction. In this paper, we
have identified a new dimension along which redundancy
techniques can vary: the degree to which runtime informa-
tion about the reliability of individual tasks is leveraged to
increase or decrease replication of those tasks on-the-fly.
This dimension captures a trade-off between the response
time for each individual task and the performance of the
software system as a whole. Viewed from this dimension,
traditional redundancy techniques represent the extreme of
this spectrum where individual task response time is mini-
mized but performance of the system as a whole is subopti-
mal. Iterative redundancy represents the other extreme of
the spectrum and progressive redundancy lies within the
spectrum. Iterative redundancy optimizes the performance
of the system as a whole while increasing the response time
of individual tasks. Other techniques along this spectrum
(such as iterative redundancy with an artificial limit on the
number of replicas) may provide interesting insights into the
trade-off and remain the focus of our future work.

9 RELAXING ASSUMPTIONS

We made several assumptions, listed in Section 2.3, that
helped to clarify how and why iterative redundancy works.
We assumed that every job sent to the node pool had the
same probability of failure, that those failures were indepen-
dent, and that the result of every job was one of two possible
values. This section explains how redundancy can apply to
DCAs deployed on networks without these assumptions,
and, in some cases, can even benefit from their relaxation.
Note that our final assumption, that the reliability of the cli-
ent that receives the final result is beyond the scope of our
analysis, does not make sense to relax because the software
system can never be more reliable than the node submitting
the original computation. It is feasible to replicate the client,
but we leave this possibility for future work.

9.1 Probability Distribution

Equations (1) through (6), as well as the analysis in Section 6,
reflect the assumption that each job has an equal, and inde-
pendent probability of failure. We made this assumption
based on the fact that many DCAs (e.g., BOINC [4] and
Hadoop [31]) assign jobs to nodes from the node pool at ran-
dom; therefore, from the node reliability perspective, every
job submitted to the job queue has the same probability of
failure. However, for some other types of software systems,
this assumption might not hold. Most notably, when inde-
pendent groups of software developers write software for
the same specifications, their products’ errors are often corre-
lated [37]. In these cases, and if the correlation is known, the
only necessary change to Equations (1) through (6) is the
replacement of rwith appropriate reliabilities of the relevant
nodes. For example, if rc denoted the reliability of a particu-
lar job c, Equation (3) becomes

Ck
PR ¼ kþ 1

2
þ

Xk
i¼kþ3

2

Xk�1
2

j¼i�kþ1
2

i� 1

j

� �Yj
c¼1

rc
Yi

c¼jþ1

1� rcð Þ:

The final cost and probability of failure would then depend
on the probability distribution.

We have so far assumed that job failures are indepen-
dent. However, in some cases, probabilities of job failures
may depend on each other: e.g., if a node in one part of the
world fails because of a natural disaster, others near it are
more likely to fail as well. If the dependencies among job
failure probabilities are known, job schedulers can use the
additional information to decrease the probability of failure,
using a scheme based on the complex form of the iterative
redundancy algorithm or credibility-based fault tolerance
[49]. However, if the dependencies are unknown, iterative
redundancy can still be used. The analysis of the algorithm
would again change as above, with r being replaced with
the specific reliabilities of the relevant nodes.

This statement opens a number of questions, such as
whether there exists an optimal distribution algorithm to
minimize both the cost and probability of failure. We
foresee, however, a balance between cost and reliability.
One example that leads us to this hypothesis is that
following the na€ıve algorithm of asking the most reliable
nodes first would likely minimize the probability of fail-
ure, but increase the cost because the reliable nodes
would be overworked.

9.2 Local Information

We had assumed that every node on the network has the
same knowledge about the reliability of the network. In
real-world software systems, it is more likely that every
node has intimate knowledge about its local neighbors and
relatively little knowledge about distant portions of the net-
work. Further, during the course of computation, each node
may collect information about other nodes it uses for sub-
computations, such as the frequency of disagreement with
others, thus generating information that is not available
globally. Since in our approach, every distribution decision
is made locally, each node can use the most accurate infor-
mation available. Depending on the kind and amount of
information that nodes can collect at runtime, it may be pos-
sible to reduce the probability of failure and expected cost
of progressive redundancy, though it remains future work
to explore both the information-collection algorithms and
the most effective uses of that information.

9.3 Non-Binary Results

The assumption that the result of every task is a single bit, as
in decision NP-complete problems, has simplified our anal-
ysis thus far, but it actually turns out to be the worst-case
scenario. Compare two types of tasks: the first asks whether

22 ¼ 4 and the second asks for the result of 22. For the first
task, all nodes that fail and report the wrong result will
report “no”, possibly making it difficult to distinguish
between the correct and incorrect result. For the second
task, nodes may report distinct integers, and it may be pos-
sible to determine that the correct result is 4 even if more
than half of the nodes fail, because the plurality (though not
the majority) will report the correct result.

Iterative redundancy is naturally applicable to software
systems that perform tasks with non-binary results. The
probabilities of failure and costs of execution we have
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presented are upper bounds for non-binary systems, and all
our analysis applies as is. For all (binary and non-binary)
systems with malicious nodes that collude to try to cause
failures, our analysis gives tight bounds on the failure prob-
abilities and execution costs. It is possible to develop a
threat model that is weaker than ours and analyze non-
binary systems that disallow cooperation between malicious
nodes; however, such an analysis is unlikely to produce
meaningful improvements on the bounds we present.

Another important aspect of non-binary results is that
two non-identical results may actually represent the same
information (e.g., evaluations of

ffiffiffi
2

p
may return slight differ-

ences in the least significant bits). In such cases, the compar-
ison of jobs’ results is problem-specific, and the distributing
nodes must be equipped with the proper comparison
algorithms. BOINC uses homogeneous redundancy, an
approach that sorts nodes into equivalence classes that
report identical answers, to resolve this issue.

10 RELATED WORK

While our analysis of iterative redundancy assumed an inde-
pendence of failures, the technique also benefits software sys-
tems for correlated failures, such as those typically produced
by independent groups of developers writing software to the
same specifications, known as n-version programming [37].
In the limit, if all software components always fail in identical
ways, redundancy cannot help improve reliability. Section 9.1
discussed how iterative redundancy analysis would change if
the correlation between faults were known.

We based progressive redundancy on a self-configuring
optimistic programming technique [12], [13] aimed at com-
ponent-based systems. Such systems allow for asynchro-
nous job scheduling; however, they focus on minimizing
response time and typically allocate finite resources to
each task. DCAs relax these limits, which allows deploying
jobs without a priori knowledge of node reliability or a
bound on the number of jobs. As part of our experimental
evaluation described in Section 8, we have adapted self-
configuring optimistic programming to apply to DCAs,
implemented these ideas as progressive redundancy, and
deployed progressive redundancy both in simulation and
on BOINC deployments.

Primary backup [19] and active replication [50] are two
popular redundancy architectures. Primary backup uses
multiple servers to improve the reliability of a service—one
server designated as primary, while the others act as back-
ups. The primary-backup architecture handles on-the-fly
updates of the backups to ensure limits on losses from
primary-server failures, while keeping the cost of updates
among the servers low. Primary backup is widely used in
commercial fault-tolerant systems [19]. Iterative redun-
dancy complements primary backup by specifying, at run-
time, how many backups should exist to guarantee the
maximum reliability for a given cost.

Active replication removes the centralized control of pri-
mary backup and minimizes losses that occur when some
replicas fail. Active replication incurs a high cost associated
with keeping all replicas synchronized [50]. Again, iterative
redundancy complements active replication by specifying,
at runtime, how many replicas should exist to guarantee a

particular level or reliability. While primary backup and
active replication propose mechanisms for implementing
redundancy in distributed systems, iterative redundancy
improves the efficiency of those mechanisms.

ZZ [53] applies the idea of using runtime information to
improve system reliability when faced with Byzantine fault
in service-based computing. ZZ deploys component repli-
cas based on a runtime-reactive algorithm to reduce the
number of necessary replicas to tolerate f failures to fewer
than 2f þ 1. Some of the underlying ideas in ZZ are similar
to progressive redundancy, though the goal is somewhat
different.

Credibility-based fault tolerance [49] uses probability
estimates to efficiently detect erroneous results submitted
by malicious volunteers in volunteer-computing systems.
The probability calculations used by credibility-based
fault tolerance resemble the complex form of the iterative
redundancy algorithm. However, credibility-based fault
tolerance does not incorporate our simplifying insight
that allows the algorithm to function without any esti-
mates of node reliability. As a result, credibility-based
fault tolerance is forced to rely on spot-checking with
blacklisting. However, Byzantine faults cannot be reliably
spot-checked, and malicious nodes can earn credibility
and fool schemes for rating credibility.

Hwang and Kesselman [32] proposed a method for
injecting fault tolerance into grids that handles a wide vari-
ety of faults within distributed systems. This work uses a
service to detect crash failures (and an extension to allow
the system designer to specify how to detect other failures)
and a failure-handling framework that enforces designer-
defined policies [32].

Traditional checkpoint techniques can also be applied to
DCAs to log partially completed work and prevent data
and computation loss in cases of crash failures. Checkpoints
can be effective when individual subcomputations take a
long time to complete [48]. Further, using checkpoints and
replication together can reduce the number of replicas
needed to detect Byzantine failures [2] over what the stan-
dard Byzantine agreement protocols [50] require.

Autonomous agents capable of detecting failing compo-
nents and initiating on-demand replication allow autonomic
fault tolerance, although the developer has to implement
fault-specific detection mechanisms into these agents [23].
Nevertheless, this work is a step in the right direction,
as Internet-sized systems’ complexity does not allow for
centralized managers, and thus these systems must manage
themselves.

Runtime information has been used to reduce the
resource requirements in crowdsourcing systems, such as
AutoMan [7]. In several ways, this technique is similar to
iterative redundancy, though it requires a random attack
model and does not apply to the Byzantine threat model
iterative redundancy handles. AutoMan uses the null
hypothesis test as a measure of reliability, which makes it
more efficient than iterative redundancy. If applied to envi-
ronments with random (and not Byzantine) failures, itera-
tive redundancy can be made similarly efficient.

Iterative redundancy is applicable to a wide variety
of DCAs, such as the Globus grid middleware [30],
MapReduce [24], the organic grid [21], sTile [16], [17],
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distributed robotics systems (e.g., [18], [45]), and @home
and BOINC systems [4], [5], [11], [39], [43].

The Globus grid middleware [30] is a widely used DCA.
Globus includes a fault-detecting service that can handle
node and network-link crashes. This service allows the detec-
tion of component failures and component replication to
restore functionality. However, this detection is typically
expensive and is applicable to heavyweight components [35].
Similarly, in systems with components capable of reporting
their own failures, or with easily detectable failures, compo-
nent replication can ensure sustainability and other qualities
of service [46].

MapReduce [24] is another well-known DCA that is
applicable to certain problems that manipulate massive
datasets. In MapReduce systems, the engineer designs two
functions: Map and Reduce. The Map function takes a com-
putation and divides it into a small number of tasks that can
be solved in parallel. The Reduce function takes the solu-
tions to several tasks and combines them into a solution to
the original problem. The MapReduce infrastructure han-
dles taking a single computation, distributing it, and com-
bining the solutions into the final result. The best known
use of MapReduce is computing Google’s PageRank [24]. At
its core, that MapReduce infrastructure does not use redun-
dancy; however, Hadoop [31], a popular implementation of
MapReduce, uses traditional redundancy in its file system
to reliably store data. While Hadoop can redeploy failed
jobs, its support for redundancy is rudimentary at best.

The organic grid [21] is a DCA that is used to solve easily
parallelizable problems, such as NP-complete problems, and
problems susceptible to dynamic programming, such as
nucleotide-nucleotide alignment and matrix multiplication.
The organic grid decomposes computational tasks into sub-
tasks and assigns each subtask to a mobile agent, whose job is
to autonomously locate a node with adequate resources to
perform the subcomputation. The organic grid can tolerate
nodes in the middle of the tree becoming unresponsive, but
currently, the organic grid offers no fault-tolerance mecha-
nism for incorrect subcomputation results, or even corrupted
or lost results due to network communication failures, which
we believe is a significant reason for its lack of adoption
in industry. However, since the organic grid deals with
predominantly nonblocking subcomputations and employs a
decentralized scheduler, it is susceptible to our iterative
redundancy technique.

sTile [16], [17] solves NP-complete problems, such as 3-
SAT, determining the structure of proteins, and optimally
allocating resources. sTile decomposes NP-complete prob-
lems into the smallest possible subcomputations (on the
order of complexity of simple two-input binary gates) and
distributes those subcomputations onto a network. The sub-
computations are iterative, so the result of each subcomputa-
tion is one ormore subcomputations that are then distributed
onto other nodes. As the nodes perform and distribute the
subcomputations, they provide an autonomic decentralized
distribution service. Note that the nature of the problems
sTile tackles, NP-complete problems, is integral to the decom-
position into iterative subcomputations. Current implemen-
tations of sTile rely on trustworthy nodes and do not employ
fault tolerance. Proposals for making sTile fault and adver-
sary tolerant have argued that sTile is susceptible to both

traditional redundancy and biologically-inspired fault-toler-
ance techniques [15]. The redundancy technique we defined
in this paper build on the existing proposed ideas and are
more efficient than the technique proposed in [15].

11 CONTRIBUTIONS

We presented iterative redundancy, a novel method for
designing and implementing distributed software systems
with an automated, self-adaptive, efficient technique for
improving system reliability. Iterative redundancy is more
efficient than existing methods in its use of resources; in
fact, it guarantees optimal resource use. Iterative redun-
dancy is self-adaptive because it (1) automatically detects
when resource reliability drops and injects extra redun-
dancy to counter that drop, (2) automatically identifies
“unlucky” parts of the computation that happen to deploy
on disproportionately many compromised resources and
expends more resources to increase the reliability of those
parts, and (3) does not rely on a priori estimates of resource
reliability. In addition to a rigorous theoretical analysis, we
verified iterative redundancy’s self-adaptivity and effi-
ciency with an empirical evaluation based on two deploy-
ments: the XDEVS discrete event simulator and the BOINC
volunteer-computing system. Our empirical results support
our theoretical findings and the deployment of our tech-
nique on a real-world software system.

Iterative redundancy serves as one extreme on a spec-
trum of redundancy techniques with different trade-offs
and benefits. While providing a concrete improvement on
the state-of-the-art, our work also serves as a starting point
toward a further exploration of how runtime information
can be used to improve software system reliability.
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